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About This Game

The frantic old-school action of classic coin-op shoot-‘em-ups comes crashing headlong into the 21st century with Kromaia,
exclusively for PC. Explosive high-octane blasting combines with hordes of enemies in a 360˚ environment, allowing you to fly,

spin and shoot anywhere and everywhere!

Where most shooters see you racing along a fixed path to blast anything in your way, Kromaia does things differently. Set in
three-dimensional space, you’re free not just to explore but also dodge and blast through hordes of enemies all intent on

destroying you! With your objectives spread out in all directions, it’s a true test of high-speed flying and sharpshooting skill –
only the greatest space pilots need apply!

Game Features

True 360˚ Action – Kromaia sends classic coin-op shooting action hurtling into a new dimension, allowing players to
explore huge 3D worlds full of things to blow up!

Harder, Stronger, Faster – The better you do, the tougher things get; adaptive AI adjusts to your abilities, ensuring
you’ll always face a true challenge!

The Bigger They Are… – Survive through all your objectives and you’ll have a bigger challenge ahead: gigantic bosses
that need to be destroyed before they destroy you!
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Take Your Pick – Four unique craft, each with their own style of weaponry, let you experience the action of Kromaia
in your own way. Rapid-fire guns, homing shots, powerful blasts or melee strikes… it’s totally up to you!
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Title: Kromaia
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Kraken Empire
Publisher:
Rising Star Games
Release Date: 23 Oct, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista

Processor: Intel i3 Core 2Ghz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA or ATI 1GB shader model 2.0

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 200 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Russian
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I'm a fan or arcade games, and I really love shmups.

Playing this game is a delightful experience. I enjoy it as mas as Dodonpachi, and that's saying a lot.

This is the first time that a shmup takes advantage of 3D in the right way.

I had to check twice if these guys were Treasure (company), because this game has the same quality as Radiant Silvergun and
Ikaruga.. Style over substance shooter. Zooming around the environment and finding secrets while shooting stuff is cool, but the
fun factor wavers. Different crafts enable different styles of play, but you're mostly strafing, shooting, and boosting away. It
can't stand up as a shooter alone, but the environments deliver the cybervibes very well not unlike Rez or Lightfield.
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